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These three quali-es will improve when you start JARTA training.
Next, the FOUR advantages of our training will be explained.
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①Signiﬁcant decrease in injury
Data was collected from middle school students who were
training with JARTA and those who were not.
The annual injury rate was as follows;
Supported by JARTA: 23.0%
Not supported by JARTA: 57.1%
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Here’s some data on the eﬀects.
We examined the rela-onship between how well you can perform the
“inner squat” and the injury occurrence rate.
We used a 3 level score on the state of the athlete’s squat and the
rela-onship to injury occurrence rate and examined 72 athletes.
Scores 1 and 2 are athletes who are unable to squat properly.
Score 3 is when the athlete can squat properly.
This is when you can touch a tennis ball with your boXom, and can stand
back up ver-cally and smoothly without using a rebound.
As we diﬀeren-ated the athletes into the above 3 groups, data was also
collected from each athlete on how many injuries they experienced over a
period of one year.
In this par-cular case, “injury” was deﬁned as one that required -me oﬀ
from prac-ce for more than one week.
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The results from our research revealed that there was a correla-on with
the ability to properly perform the inner squat and injury occurrence
rate.
When compared, athletes scoring a 3 (correct squat) and athletes scoring
1s and 2s (incorrect squat) had an annual injury occurrence rate
diﬀerence of more than 20%.
Why does injury decrease? It’s because in order to squat correctly it
requires abili-es such as having ﬂexible joints, especially around the hip
joints and spine, perceiving your center of gravity (inner percep-on), as
well as using the muscle groups that run down the center of your body.
We believe this is what prevents injury.
These reasons are also very important for enhancing “simultaneous
ac-on” abili-es, making the inner squat one of JARTA’s basic training
moves.
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JARTA training places great importance on improving ﬂexibility, as it
strongly relates to decreasing injury.
For beXer results in sports, as well as to obtain smoother movements as
you maintain your health, you not only require an increase in power,
speed and balance, but also need to simultaneously enhance your
ﬂexibility.
The stretch you see on the le_-hand-side is called the Comodo Stretch.
We call it our composite-type stretch, and it is a very eﬀec-ve stretch for
stretching several joints simultaneously.
The athlete performing the stretch is Yuuka Nagasato. She is on the
Japan women’s na-onal soccer team and currently ac-ve in the US.
The stretch on the right is called the Chest Twist Stretch
It’s eﬀec-ve for deep stretches of the chest area and the spine.
Because the chest area has a high concentra-on of autonomic nerves,
when you feel stress or pressure, it tends to s-ﬀen easily.
If your chest ﬂexibility isn’t maintained regularly, it leads to shoulder and
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JARTA training focuses on crea-ng a ﬂexible body but also places
importance on broadening the body’s range of mo-on.
Not only does it prevent injury, but also improves your coordina-on with
beXer control in smaller increments.
Heightened sensi-vity of the sensors inside your muscles called “muscle
spindles” = Heightened ability to sense your body’s condi-on.
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The more you deepen your level of JARTA training, you will aXain beXer
ability to exert power with balance, as well as maintain balance even
when speed is increased.
If you’re an athlete, this training will strengthen and condi-on your body
using movements similar to what’s required during an actual game.
For the general ﬁtness client, the body will have beXer ﬂow and ﬂexibility
without unnecessary tension.
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When you achieve the ability to “simultaneously exert mul-ple
elements,” this in turn enables you to also acquire the ability to use
minimal power and become energy eﬃcient. It also leads to injury
preven-on and allows ﬂexible yet powerful movements.
As shown in the above chart, if you exert more power than required, it
becomes tension and will inhibit your performance.
It’s important to have the ability to exert massive power in a relaxed
state when playing a sport or in your daily life.
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To obtain the beneﬁts men-oned above, JARTA training is based on
mar-al arts.
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JARTA training improves the quali-es of the body and its movements-the founda-on of all sports. Therefore, coaches for each sport should see
a diﬀerence in their athlete’s performance in several months, allowing
higher skills to be incorporated into their training.
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Weight:115 pounds Height: 5’ 2”
Ini-ally competed in the Olympics twice but had many knee injuries and
was unable to perform at her best.
A_er star-ng JARTA training, she’s had no injuries and has been able to
win consecu-vely, maintaining stable results.
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Top League Soccer player in Japan
Height; 5’4”
Last season pulled his muscles 4 -mes. That oﬀ-season started JARTA
training.
This season he hasn’t experienced any injuries.
His game appearances have also increased greatly from 2 games to 19.
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During the 3 years he started JARTA training, he’s never had an injury,
and has been securing star-ng pitcher posi-on for the en-re year. This
term he’s one of the top-level pitchers with the least foul balls.
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